Culture, values and attitudes . . .

Celebrations
What do you celebrate? What does your family (extended) celebrate?
What do your friends celebrate?
Do you participate in workplace celebrations?
Describe interesting celebrations experiences.

Expression of feelings and emotion
Do you like expressing your feelings and emotions?
How does your family express feelings and emotions?
Describe what you do when someone shouts at you?
Describe what you do when someone cries?

Folk and traditional behaviours, items
Describe folk or traditional behaviours in your family.
Describe items and objects which are meaningful to you.
How are diverse behaviours and items valued in your workplace?

Food preferences
Describe what you like to eat at different times of the day.
How are food preferences handled in your home?
How are food preferences handled in your workplace?

Gender roles
How are gender roles ascribed in your family?
How are gender roles ascribed in your workplace?

Personal Space and Time
Describe what you consider is a comfortable radius around you.
Describe positive time management behaviours
Describe frustrating time management behaviours

Religious, spiritual and ethical rituals
Describe how your religious, spiritual and ethical rituals influence and inform your everyday life
Describe how religious, spiritual and ethical rituals influence and inform everyday life in your workplace

Social rituals: ways of addressing people eg managers; elderly; children
How do you address your family; elderly relatives; work colleagues; clients, patients?